
News AVE launch 2-wire video intercom: wall-mounted external stations

The AVE V44 EASY video intercom range expands to include external wall-mounted stations 
with one and two calls.

AVE presents two important innovations that enrich and complete the offer linked to the 2-wire 
video intercom system proposed by the company: the external wall-mounted stations with one 
(art. VI2F-PE1AP) and two calls (art. VI2F-PE2AP).

Designed and created for installation in single- and two-family homes or in tertiary sector 
environments , they stand out aesthetically by displaying a natural gray die-cast aluminum front 
cover, in line with the other stations in the AVE video intercom range. Thanks to their compact 
design with particularly small dimensions (LxHxD: 86x168x25 mm), they can be positioned both 
on columns and in narrow spaces.

To meet all installation needs, the special rain cover is available (art. VI-RPPEXAP), an accessory 
suitable for protecting the external units in all those situations particularly exposed to the 
elements.



Both wall-mounted stations are equipped with an integrated MIFARE contactless reader , which
makes opening the gate simple and quick using a card (art. 44339CHU-MB) or TAG key ring (art.
44339CHU-MT). Furthermore, on board the devices we find:

Colour camera with white LEDs for night lighting

2No relays (power and dry contact) for the management of the pedestrian gate and the
driveway gate

trimmer for adjusting the speaker volume and contact closing time no;
white illuminated tags .

Integration with the internal 7" Wi-Fi monitor allows you to forward video door entry calls
directly to smartphones via the Video V44 app , available for iOS and Android devices.

The new wall -mounted external stations can coexist with the other devices of the AVE 2-wire
system. Simple to install and offer, they are offered both as a single product and in practical kits
designed to meet user needs. 

An added value to experience the advantages of the AVE V44
EASY video intercom range .

https://www.ave.it/en/home/
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